SKY-FRAME, FRAUENFELD

The modern new business headquarters of the manufacturer of frameless sliding window systems, Sky-Frame, is ventilated using X-CUBE devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION
The head office of the company, Sky-Frame, in Frauenfeld is an expressive building designed by the architect, Peter Kunz. The freestyle layout in the heart of the new structure offers space for administration, planning, manufacturing and production. The high-bay warehouse and development are located in two annex buildings on each side of the building complex.

TROX HESCO SCHWEIZ AG SOLUTION
TROX HESCO Schweiz AG supplied the X-CUBE mono blocks as central devices for ventilating the new Sky-Frame head office. Eight X-CUBE RLT devices, from 600 to 7,000 m³/h were used in total. Two rotating heat exchangers were deployed for the internal structure. Five plate heat exchangers were also used for interior installation, of which two were installed vertically and three horizontally. In addition, a supply air device was installed in a weatherproof design outside on the roof.